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IBM Spectrum Copy Data Management (CDM) 2.2.12.0 
Release Notes 

 
 
This document contains the latest information for the current release of IBM Spectrum Copy Data Management (CDM). The content highlights 
significant fixes or known issues in this release. 

Release 2.2.12.0 (Release date: 11/20/2020)  
Issue ID Affects Status Description 

ECC-14185 IBM Storage IMPROVEMENT SSH connections are now reused on IBM SVC API calls. 
ECC-13344 IBM Storage IMPROVEMENT Database disk information is now stored in the correct property IDs. 
ECSUST-2080 Maintenance IMPROVEMENT Disables the deletion of restore job if the job is in a resource active 

state. 
ECC-14112 Caché Restore RESOLVED Resolved the issue where an instant disk restore of virtual Caché fails 

due to null pointer exception. 
ECSUST-2165 NetApp Storage RESOLVED Fixed an issue that resulted in backups failing on storage using 7-

Mode. 
ECC-14132 NetApp Storage RESOLVED Resolved issue where FlexGroup volume backup on the remote site 

when using SnapVault or SnapMirror did not expire properly. 
ECC-14154 SAP HANA Restore RESOLVED Fixed the issue where revert fails due to the virtual backing info not 

being saved in the session. 
ECC-13586 Report RESOLVED Storage reports now display the correct usage percentage. 
ECC-14014 VM Backup RESOLVED Fixed an issue where global mirror backup with enabled incremental 

flashcopy completes with a partial status. 
ECSUST-2182 VM Restore RESOLVED Added the VC redistributable package for Microsoft Windows virtual 

machines to allow for the reassigning of the IP address after VM 
restore. 

ECSUST-2042 VM Restore RESOLVED Instant disk restore now displays the correct disk label. 
ECC-14285 Oracle Restore KNOWN Instant database restores of Oracle ACFS data hangs when utilizing 

iSCSI protocol. 
ECC-14197 Oracle Restore KNOWN Oracle ACFS RAC restores fail when restoring from an incremental 

flashcopy. 
ECSUST-2183 Oracle Restore KNOWN Cleanup of Oracle restore job leaves behind the disk on AIX server. 
ECC-13852 SAP HANA Backup KNOWN Backup fails to notify “log backup task failed” in the job log. 
ECC-13895 SAP HANA Backup KNOWN Log backups are not purged correctly as specified by the retention 

setting. 
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